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Electronics, Experimenter's Handbook, Encouragement to Electronics. Simple, clear,
with pictures and step-by-step explanations. Where without them? In Outpost, all this is
turned inside out: pictures, normal step-by-step explanations, and a comparative table of
specific functions of the devices, etc. etc. But most of all I was struck by the system of
difficulty levels for tasks. All four difficulty levels are rated from 0 to 9 as points. There
is a difficulty scale. Each task, starting from the second level, is estimated at one point.
However, scores greater than 10 are not allowed. Plus, of course, there are hints. Not
without them. In general, a standard set for beginners. But here, I think, nothing new.
We have long been familiar with such tasks: Hammer problem. But the thing is that on it
each of the five levels will be different. First level - Pithecanthropus (this may be a step
from Earth to Mars) Second level - Animal (flowers, little animals, birds) Third level -
Human Fourth level - The world of plants, animals and humans (sounds intriguing,
right?) Fifth level - Plant. That is, once there was such a level of complexity, but now it
is lowered down. Therefore, choosing some answer, try to choose, taking into account
this, that in some of the directions you will need to solve this problem. Try it. Especially
if it's the first time. Maybe everything will work out for you. Maybe you will grow up to
the level of Pitekasrapus or Papuans. If suddenly not - do not despair. I know many
adults who at one time could not pass these levels and are now mastering programs at
the level of a child. )) In any case, I hope that this puzzle will teach you not only to
think, but also to solve. Moreover, by doing this, you also relax - communicate with
colleagues, find friends. And this is very important for teamwork.
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